Bring your business together
The cloud-based answer to systems integration

For companies aiming to modernize IT, transform business processes, or prepare for an acquisition or divestiture, the complexity and number of applications across the organization creates a big hurdle blocking a smooth transition. These organizations need a way to seamlessly and securely integrate diverse applications—fast. This is where the Deloitte and Dell alliance excels.

As a leader in IT and business transformation, Deloitte is a trusted advisor to many of the world’s leading companies. From strategy to implementation, Deloitte delivers technology solutions that improve IT agility, enhance productivity, and streamline business operations. When the solution calls for a cloud integration platform that connects cloud, on-premises applications, and data, Deloitte turns to Dell Boomi, the market-leading integration cloud solution.

Working in concert

Deloitte is a leader in Business Technology Transformation (Forrester 2014) and a global leader in Business Transformation Consultancies (Forrester 2015).

Dell Boomi is a leader in Gartner’s 2016 Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Integration Platform as a Service, Worldwide. Dell Boomi is positioned highest in “ability to execute” and furthest for “completeness of vision” by Gartner in March 2016.¹

¹ Gartner, Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Integration Platform as a Service, Worldwide, 24 March 2016, G00277000. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
**Dell Boomi solutions**

Deloitte can help you effectively execute your hybrid infrastructure vision using Dell Boomi, a comprehensive suite of enterprise data management solutions. You choose which solutions you want to use now; the others will be standing by until you need them.

**Market-leading integration cloud**

Dell Boomi AtomSphere integration platform as a service (iPaaS) supports all types of integrations—cloud to cloud, cloud to on-premises, and business to business.

- **100% cloud native.** No additional hardware or software needed.
- **Intuitive visual interface.** No coders or specialized technical skills needed.
- **Up and running fast.** Integrate processes using pre-built connectors and processors.

**Cloud Master Data Management (MDM)**

Dell Boomi MDM delivers next-generation master data management that is affordable, configurable, and manageable via the cloud. It can be used with any combination of SaaS and on-premise applications.

- **Spanning of organizational boundaries.** Share data across all domains, departments, and applications.
- **Real-time, bidirectional data flows.** Immediately capture, aggregate, and publish changes.
- **Time-saving data modeling.** Searches all data models to suggest optimum solution, which can be customized.

**API Management**

Dell Boomi API Management enables organizations to create, publish and centrally manage APIs on-premises or in the cloud.

- **API governance.** Centralized authentication and accessibility control.
- **Unlocked legacy data.** Accessible by modern applications.
- **Mobile and Internet of Things app enablement.** Secure access to real-time data from connected devices.

**Bottom-line benefits**

- No capital expenditures; 100% cloud-based SaaS
- Frees up IT resources; no code maintenance; automatic upgrades
- Highly scalable; can handle 100s of complex applications
- Secure; multiple levels of security
- Improved data access and integrity

**Deloitte and Dell Boomi in action**

**Challenge:** A global financial enterprise spun off its travel business to create a new company, which would have a SaaS-centric model for its core IT infrastructure. The new company asked for Deloitte’s help in separating its IT infrastructure from the parent quickly, but there were several challenges:

- The core applications combined SaaS platforms and legacy systems.
- 27 different global markets had to connect in four waves for the transformation.
- 65 legacy systems and 20 business applications needed to be connected.

**Solution and results:** Deloitte chose Dell Boomi as the iPaaS to support the complex systems integration.

- **Business impact:** Mission-critical IT solutions were available without interruption to regular business.
- **Technology impact:** Delivered crucial integrations between SaaS and legacy financial systems for multiple markets.
- **Service management impact:** Helped design teams manage their software build cycle using Dell Boomi, including API Management.
- **Financial impact:** Helped reduce application run rate costs.

---

**About our alliance**

The Deloitte and Dell alliance brings together the technologies and broad business knowledge required to enhance IT agility. Together, we can deliver more value to our clients by reducing implementation risk, speeding time to value, and increasing long-term strategic flexibility.

---

**Start here.**

If your business needs to seamlessly and securely integrate diverse applications, we should talk.
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